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Abstract. 
A new result for equivariant functions in terms of invariant functions in the case of Minkowski space is given. 
This generalizes the work of Hall and Wightman in the sense that only equivariance is required. In particular, it 
implies the possibility of defining physical magnitudes independently of the choice of the coordinate system, like 
the center of mass for relativistic particles.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 
 
 There are several themes of investigation where the theory of equivariant and invariant functions are 
essential. Since these type of functions appear in quite different settings, they have particular properties 
according to the context under study. It is therefore mathematical interesting and of practical interest to 
characterize them. 
 
In the subject of representation of the rotation group, invariance implies independence of equations and 
of measurable quantities with respect to the coordinate system, in the context of non-relativistic mechanics. For 
the case of the Lorentz group, invariance gives the same conclusion in relativistic mechanics [1] [3]. 
 
In the paper by D. Hall and A. S. Wightman [2] it has been proven that any complex valued function of 
n four-vector complex variables njiz jjj ,1,=,=    which is invariant under the orthochronous 
Lorentz group, then it is an analytic function of the scalar products nkjzz kj ,1,=,,  . 
 
    In this work we consider a four vector valued function that is equivariant with respect to the Lorentz group. 
We obtain explicit representations of the functions without assuming any kind of continuity. 
    In next article we look at some applications to quantum mechanics. 
 
 
2  PRELIMINARIES 
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 We denote )R(
nL  as the linear transformations on nR , which we identify with the real square 
matrices of size n. nI  denotes the identity in )R(
nL . The generalized orthogonal group )(1,nO  is by 
definition the subset of )R(
1nL  given by  
 },=:{:=)(1, 1,1, gJgJgnO n
T
n  (1) 


























 One can see that )(1,nOg  implies )(1,,
1 nOgg T  . Suppose that 
 






























 Here ||   denoting the norm in
nR . )(1,nO  is a group under the multiplication in )R( 1nL , and acts on
1R n  by left multiplication. One defines the orbit of the point 
1nR x  as  
 }.)(1,:{=:)(1, nOgxgxnO   
 
Also, the isotropy or stability subgroup of 𝑥 is defined to be  
 
 }=:)(1,{:=))(1,,( xxgnOgnOxIso   (4) 
 
For fixed 2>n , we denote je

, for nj ,1,=  , as the usual canonical vectors in 



























 }1=||:RR),{(:==)(1, 221  vavahenO
n  
  (6) 
 }0|>=|:RR),{(:==))((1, 1 vavaeenO
n
o  C  
 .R{0}=)(0)(1, 1 nnO   
 
 Also, one obtains directly from definition that ))(1,,( nOeIsog o  iff 
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We write this as  
 )).(1,,()( nO
o
eIsonO    (7) 
 Similarly, one obtains  
 ).)(1,,
1
(1),(1 nOeIsonO   (8) 











































           
Minkowski space 
 
 The Minkowski space-time is defined to be as the vector space
4R  with the bilinear form 
RRR:),( 44 B , given by the formula:  
 .=),( 1,3 yJxyxB
T   (10) 
 It follows that (1,3)O  is the group of elements )(
4RLg  leaving invariant :B  
 (1,3),)R,(),(=),( 4 OgyxyxBygxgB   (11) 
 and called the Lorentz group which we denote as 
  
 .(1,3):=£ O  
  The group £ acts on
44 RR   by  
 ).£(),(),(RR
44  gygxgyx   
For given 
44 RR  , the orbit of   under the action of £  is defined to be  
 
   .RR£::=£ 44 gg   
 
We take 1,2,3=),(0,=),0(1,= jeee jjo

 as the usual canonical vectors in ,R
4
 and  
 ,=:0},>),(:{:=
44 RHHHxxBRxH    
also with  
 
4
11,1 R}R0,>,:),{(=  HeeeM oo   
 
4
1,2 R}R0,>:),{(=  HeeM oo   
 
4
112,1 R}R0,>,:),{(=  HeeeM o   
  (12) 
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2112,2 R}R0,>,:),{(=  HeeeM   
 
4
2112,3 0}>,:),{(= RHReeeeM o    
 
4
112,4 R}R0,>:),{(=  HeeM   
 

















,,   (13) 
 





Definition 1            
  
(i) A function YHf 
4R:  is said to be Lorentz-invariant ( £ -invariant) iff  
 ).£,),((),(=),( 4  gRHyxyxfygxgf  
 
(ii) A vector valued function 
44 RR: HF  is called equivariant iff  
 
 ).£,),((),(=),( 4  gRHyxyxFgygxgF  
 
 Lemma 1  The following relations hold true.   
(i) 
4
1 R=£ HM   
(ii) 
4
2 R=£ HM   
(iii)  =1£2=2£1 MMMM
 
  
Proof: For given 



















yyByx   







y    (15) 









yyBB   (16) 
 Because of (6), given Hx , there exist £, 1 ggo  such that 
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p   (19) 
 









1  ttt . Owing to (7), we can take )£,( oeIsok  such that ),,(0,=)( 3211 tttek  . Then, (18) 
gives  
 ).(=),,,(= 1321

























gyx     
 
 This implies assertion )(i  of the lemma. 
 
When 1=p , one has 

Hx  and ),0,,(= 32
1
1 tttg o






1 tttegyg o  
  (20) 
 













































 This, together with (20), implying  
 































































Ik , we conclude from these identities that  
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1 jjj Mygkeyxkg 
    
 




(a). Functions  ,,  defined in equation (14) are indeed £ -invariant, with domain
4RH .  
(b). Any function R: , jiMf , can be expressed in the form ),,(
~
= ff  where f
~
 has domain 




In order to analyze the homogeneous space structure of the orbits £ for 
21
MM  , and to give 
appropriate parametrizations of them we need the following proposition. 
 
Lemma 2  Let ,4,1,=1,2,=,, jiM ji be given by (12). Suppose 21 MMg 
















































Proof:  First suppose that jj eceg  =  for some constant Rc  and some 0,1,2,3.=j  Applying B on this 
equation, using (11), gives 1.= c  Now we consider two cases. 
 







e    implying 
 
 ),(= 1eeeg oo    
 
for some .0,;R,0;>,    Therefore, 
  









 .=)(= 111 egeeegee ooo    (23) 
 
 Yielding,  
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11  oooooo eeeBegeeBeeeB 
  
 
 Now we get from (23) that   =1=1 eeg . In the case 0=  we get 
  
 ).£,(1,2 oeIsogandM   
 
So that 1,2Eg . For the case 0>  we obtain, 
  
 ),£,()£,( 11,1 eIsoeIsogandM o   
 
yielding 1,1Eg  and proving the statement of the proposition for 1=i  and 1,2=j . 
 
(b). 2)=(i  and 1)=( j : Take 2M . Lemma 1 shows that 2Mg  . 
 
Suppose now :2,1M this gives ),,(= 11 eee o    and ),,(= 22111 eteteteg oo    with 
0.>,,    Due to 11 = eeg


, this leads to  =  and 11 = eeg . So that, )£,1(eIsog
. 
Furthermore, we have that  
 
 .=)(= 112211 eegeegetetet oooo    (24) 
 
 Then,  
 
.=),(=)),((=),(= 1111122111   eeeBeeegBeetetetBt oooo  
 




22 tteteteg oooo    (25) 
 
 In case jMg 2,  for 32,=j  or 4=j , we obtain, respectively, that  
 
 0.==or1==0,> and0= 222 tttttt ooo  
 
This leads in either case to 0
2  , obtaining necessarily that, 
  
 0.=0,>= 22,1112 ttMetetgM ooo    
 
Therefore, (25) implies that =ot  and oo eeg = , yielding )£,()£,( 1 oeIsoeIsog  . This proves the 
statement of the proposition in the case 2=i  and 1=j . 
 
Remaining cases, namely, 2=i  and 2,3,4=j  follow by similar arguments.            
 
The previous lemmas and remarks yield the next corollary. 
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Corollary 1    
(i) The set 
21:= MMM   contains just one point of each orbit.  
(ii) The canonical projection  
 £/RR: 44  HHP  
       given by  
 ,),(£=),( yxyxP  
 
       gives rise to a bijection   when restricted to M :  
 
 £/R: 4 HM  
 
 .|:= MP  
 
(iii) The following diagram commutes:                                                                              
 
 
  H × R
4
/£ 
       
 P  
 
 
          
 







          
L         
 
 
   M 
 
 
and L  is an £ -invariant map. Furthermore, a function RRHh  4:  is £ - invariant iff there exists a 
function RMf :  such that  
 
 ).,(=),( yxLfyxh   
  
Proof: Statements ( i ) and ( ii ) follow from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. 
 
To prove ( iii ), note that invariance of L  follows easily. Now suppose that h  is £ -invariant. Since 
MML M :|  is the identity map, one gets that statement ( iii ) holds true on M :  
 ).()(=)( MLhh    
So that, we can take 
Mhf |:= . For arbitrary 
4),( RHyx , one can write ),(=),( 21 gyx , for some 
£g  and M),( 21  . Invariance of h and L  yields,  
 
 ).,(=)),((=),(=),( 2121 yxLfgLfLfyxh                                      
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Theorem 1.  A function 
44: RR HF  is equivariant iff there exist £ -invariant functions 1,2,=, pp  
such that for arbitrary ,),(
4RHyx   
 .),(),(=),( 21 yyxxyxyxF    (26) 
 
 Proof: When F obeys equation (26), then F  is equivariant. 
 
Suppose now that F  is equivariant. The proof is given in the following two steps: 
 
1. We analyze the function F  on M , and show that the statements of theorem hold true on this subset. Let us 
define the following one-parameter subgroups of £ , 
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co s h00s in h
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 Then, the infinitesimal generator of ji ,  lies in the Lie algebra of £  [4]. Furthermore, equivariance implies, 
for Rt , and Q  any of 1,2,3,4,=, pAp   
 ).,(=),( yxFeyexeF QtQtQt  
 
We will denote ),(= 21   in this proof. When jiM ,  and ij  the corresponding group homomorphism 
in jiE , , from lemma 2 we obtain the following identity for Rt ,  
 
 .)()(=)( QkerFFeF tQ    
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For 1,2=1,= ji , we choose ,==)( 1
tAtQ
ij eet  and ker Q  is the subspace generated by },{ 1eeo . 
Therefore, 1M  implies  
 111 )()(=)( efefFAker oo    (27) 
 for some functions 1, ffo  and 
 
 .0,0,>);,(= 1 R  eee oo  




















fF o   





11 Mff    
 
 When 0= , we denote a permutation ,£)  ,(O(3) 2,1EeIsok o  , interchanging just 21 ee  . From 
(27) and lemma 2 one can deduce that 
  
.)()(=))()((=)(=)(=)()( 211111 efefefefkkFFefef oooooo    
 















12 Mff    
 
 Therefore, we have maps  
 
(1) (2)
11 11 1,1, :f f M R   and  
(1) (2)
12 12 1,2, :f f M R  
 
obeying (28) and (29), respectively. A similar proceeding shows the existence of pair of functions,  
 
(1) (2)
2 2 2,, : ,j j jf f M R  





221  jj ffF   (30) 
 
We consider maps 1,2,=,
~































  (31) 
 
 This yields, due to (28), (29) and (30),  
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=)( 2211 MF    (32) 
 
2. Equivariance of ,F  gives for arbitrary ,),( 4RHyx  with ),(==),( 21   ggyx  for 















=),( 421 R HyxyxyxF   (33) 
 
 Now we note that the maps (31) can be extended to the whole space 4RH  as £ -invariant functions 
1,2,=, pp  by means of the formula: 
 
 4:p H R R    
 ),(
~
:=),( yxLyx pp   
 
This and equation (33) prove the proposition.                                   
 
3  System of two relativistic particles 
 
We consider a system of two relativistic particles with positions x  and y , and respective momentum 
 
 ),,,(=),(= 321 ppppppp oo





Their total momentum is defined to be 
  
 .= qpP   
 
If one wants to define the relative energy-momentum vector ),( qp   of the system, it might be defined so 
that it is an equivariant function. From previous theorem, it must have the expression  
 
 qp 21=    (34) 
 
 for some invariant functions 1,2.=),,( jqpjj    In similarity with classical mechanics, one can impose 
the condition  
 
 1,=21    (35) 
 
 so that 
  
 ,= 1 qP  
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   (37) 
 
By using (2), the vector   in this case is coupled to the vector yx =  in the sense that the Poisson bracket 
obeys  
 .)(=},{ 1,3   J  












X   (38) 
 one gets  
 .)(=},{ 1,3  JPX  
P  being the total momentum, then X  can be thought of as the center of mass-energy of the system. It follows 
that once the relative energy-momentum   is fixed, also the center of mass X  is determined except on a set 
of measure zero in 
44 RR  . 
 
See [5] for a further discussion about this example. 
 
We show an additional application of our results in the following example. 
 
 
Example 1            
 
 Let us denote the Haar measure on the Lorentz group £  by  . For a given function 
RRHf  4: , we consider the following function defined by the (Lebesgue) integral on £ :  
 
 







  (39) 
 
 Here 
4Ra  is a fixed vector. It follows from invariance of Haar measure that aF  is equivariant [6]  [7]. 
Assuming convergence of the integral, our result implies that there exist £ -invariant functions 1,2,=,, iai  
such that  
 
 .),(),(=),( 2,1, yyxxyxyxF aaa    
 
Theorem 1 gives a method to fix aF . In fact, the result implies that it is sufficient to know a1,  and a2,  on 


























                     
(40) 
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   
 
 In the same way, one can determine aa 2,1, ,  on the whole set M . This fixes aF  on its whole domain. 
 
We mention that there are several applications for the theory of equivariant functions, and where our 
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